Heisman Denies Alleged Claims
Made as to Championship

Ernie Hjertberg Comes Here From Europe

Captain of Owls to Start Training Underway

VETERAN

The announcement was made Tuesday by Coach John Heiskell of the Rice Owls Football Association, that the Owls, which have been promised a salary of $5000 per year with all expenses paid, will play the Owls of the University of Texas on November 4th. For the future must come through the Owls' aggressive and well-conceived plans for the Owls themselves. The Owls will have an opportunity to play the Owls of the University of Texas, who are among the best college football teams in the United States. The Owls are expected to fare well against the Owls of the University of Texas, who are considered strong teams in football.
THE SLIME NIGHT PARADE

Some two or three hundred Slimes of the male persuasion will be initiated into college life at Rice Saturday night. They will be dressed up for football games, and scrub numerals off the boulevard. Thus will they be rid of any false dignity with which they may have been afflicted.

THE HELPING HAND

But Hilton is issuing a little booklet for the benefit of the freshmen. It contains the Rice yells and a lot of information about the college. They have been done quite a few years at the larger colleges.

Some institutions have such things as "Speak to the Freshman," and "Make the Freshman Feel at Home Week." Rice does not have a policy of this sort, but the new one is the same as the old one, and large and because the democracy of the place permits making perfect acquaintance.

But in any case a little information about the school is very helpful, is a convenient way of avoiding confusion, and aids in putting the incoming class of '29 on its feet.

RICE SLICE 50c
Green Windsor Ties and Fancy Suspenders

Special Invitation To The Class of '29

The young fellows who are entering RICE for the first time, will be met by reeling out of在校 COLLEGE CLOTHES. You'll find clothes that delight the classmen of '29.
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Coach Bridges at Baylor is trying to: (continued)

Coach Bridges at Baylor is trying to improve his team for the next season. He has been working on a new system of play, and is hoping to put together a stronger team this year. The team has been working hard in the summer, and is looking forward to a successful season. Coach Bridges is confident that the team will come through, and he is optimistic about the future. The squad gives him seasoned veterans, and he is sure that the team will be able to again put out one of the best squads in the country.

The Farmer coach has worlds of material at his disposal this year, and many of these eligible students will be included in the inside pickup that the Farmer will make as it takes stock of its men this fall. It is decided to intergrade the line up, and reports heard from his summer activities indicate that he is looking forward to a very prosperous coming season.

But it is difficult if the really U. M. coach and the general public who can no longer with such "bear" stories. He'll have to find another place.
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Hi, There Fellers!

We've Glad to See You Back

And we know you will be glad to see some of the new and nobby things in Men's wear suitable for College Boys, style in clothes that is timed down to the gun's angle.

Welcome!

To Houston

To Rice

To Harris-Hahlo

IN SELECTING RICE as the place to secure an education—you have chosen one of the very best institutions in America. We wish you good luck here...and trust that you will continue through to graduation.

In selecting a store in which you will do your shopping...we believe you will show an equal amount of wisdom by choosing Harris-Hahlo.

We sell practically everything that women, misses and children wear or use. It is a business institution that has as high a standing as Rice has educationally.

Come in and see us.

Harris-Hahlo Company
Main at Texas

SUMMER NOVELS

EARNIE LOOKS EM OVER
New Coach Starts Getting Acquainted with the Team

Several prospective track men have been through a few paces out at Rice Field on Tuesday and Wednesday of this week.

In preparing for the new coach, C. E. Little, for next year's activities, a thorough going over of the present members is the prime interest of the new coach.

Several new men have been held back for the new campaign, and the present members are kept busy with the new coach.

Rice will not be held back and the platforms placed between them and the rooters; the date of the first general yell practice will be held early next week in preparation for the game a week from tomorrow.
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